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'WOMAN' BY JAMINI ROY (1887 - 196 ) 

This figure of what looks like a female dancer, is the most character
istic of the style of Janini Roy's paintings. During the 1930 s Jamini 
Roy developed this kind of refined highly simplified style. A drawing 
of this figure is published in his first monograph in 1944. Thus this 
painting in water colour would be from that period as it has been 
signed by the artist but not dated. 

The epoch - making aspect in Jamini Roy's career as an artis t is his 
gradual adoptation of the simplicity and spentancity of fol k art having 
already mastered Kuropean realism, the recently developed wash technique 
of the Revivalist Bengal School as we~x as the bold handling of colour 
by the post-impressionists like VanQogh and Fauvists like Matisse. I t ' 
will be seen that he had retained the linearity of Bengal School and 
t he approach of colour values of the Fauvists when he adopted the bold 
liaes of fo~k art like that of Kalighat painting. However, it is impor
tant to understand that Jamini Roy's lines are very sophisticated and 
not 'naive' and crude. 

In this painting Jamini Roy has captured the attenuation of the slim
waisted I ndian classical dancer's •ati-bhanga' posture and fitted 
it quite cal~~atedly in the vertically-oriented rectangular frame. 
(Such atte:nu ted postures Jamini Roy used for male figures as well). 
The lines have been .carefully given varrying thinness and thickness 
which contribute to the quality of volume. However, suggestions of 
volume are further re-inforced at crucial j j unc tures, such as the chin 
over-lapping the neck which over- laps the shoulder; the foreshortened 
left-hand over-lapping the wrist, bangle and the biceps; the hip on 
its part over-lapping the fore-arm and the bangle, and so an, These 
are among the aspects of sophistication to distinguish Jamini Roy's 
style from the naivette of fo~k style which do not have such subtleties. 
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'FUTURE' BY N.S. BENDRE (1910 - 1992) 

This is an important painting by N.S. Bendre entitled 'FUture' and 
dated 1948. ·It was e~cuted at a stage when Bendre embarked on his 
e .Xperimental phase establishing his characteristic s~Y.le which he 
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developed during the 1950 s. This coincided with his career as professor 
of painting at the Faculty of Fine Arts of the Baroda University. It 
is therefore a very significant painting from the Baroda Museum Colle~ . __ _ 
ction. 

Three female figures are huddled together in typical Indian fashion 
placed in a triangular arrangement. Two of them with brooding downward 
inclined heads but eyes placed·- in left ward direction suggest a 
certain sadness. The third figure is seated crouching in counter-move
ment whose gaze is also towards the left but as if looking out of the 
frame into t he distance. This is a conspicuous point of 'high point', 
so to speak _b~caqs'e it 'signifiEt"s • the 'future •. 

One may recall that the year 1948 was quite crucial in our country • . It 
was soon after acheiving independence tin 1947) which also witnessed 
the horrifying communal riots across the country. (Their dress is north 
Indian). Thus both the aspects can be 'read • in the painting, the iincer
tainly of future underlying the pathos of the sufferings from barbarism 
and at the same time a hopefulness !or petter times to come. 

As the work of Bendre 6nfolded through the on going decades his prefe
rence was !or elegance and restrain~. But this painting inspite of 
simplified forms as well as the qualities of elegance and restraint, 
has an expressiveness to make it one of his out -s tanding paintings. 



BLUE ~ M F.N.SOUZA 

F.N. Souza's painting is not dated but since it is one of the early 
acquistions by the Baroda Museum under its then' Director, Herman 
Goetz, it should have been painted around 1950f # T~Us it is also an 
important painting from the early stages of his career when in Bombay 
he along with Hussain, Gade and other younger painters they establi
shed the ?rogressive DRO~p of painters. 

Although Souza's - - - ~ work is recognized by the use of strong dark 
broad and stacato lines, this painting of the nude in half size can 
also be earlier to that stylistic stage. Giving some _ importance to 
contours he has however paid more attention to the volumes of the 
nude figure which is also possible due to colouristic variations. As 

the ~progressive -~roup was opposed to revivalist approach.their interest 
in western modern art especially in this case the quality of colour,is 
another noteworthy aspect of this paintin& $auvist infbuence can also 
be seen in the treatment of the landscape at the distance viz. simpli
fied forms in bright colour-areas. 

The nude is predominently blue, applied in thick impasto and which is 
scratched at places giving an over-all te)ttural quality to it In the 
fore ground on her left side are a group · ~f still-life objects in the 
proximity of the nude also extending to her right, pushing it forward 
to the front plane, to cont ·ast with the space of the landscape in the 
distance. 
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PORTRAIT Q.E PILAJI EAQ GA§KWAD ( 1721 - 1732) 

This portrait of the seated Maharaja has its own majesty and aura of 
aristocratic authority. It is apparently in the Indian traditional 
style of painting but in the local idi am as was practiced in the area 
of Maratha rule during the early nineteenth century in Baroda itself. 
Seated on a carpet supported by a huge bolster at the back and a smaller 
bolster as an arm rest, complete the aristocratic paraphernelia of theRaja 
leisurely enjoying the hukka, suggested by the extended pipe held in 
his right hand. 

Its pictorial delineation is very interesting in that the contours 
are not outlined with a clear precise independently drawn l i ne, but 
the contour lines more or less serve as shadows which bring o ~ with 

COn$~1ciOUS clarity the limbs and the sqawl flung On his shoulders. 
Although his face is depicted in profile, to accentuate his sharp n~~e, 

but the two ends of his blowing monstache are taken advantage of, as 
the ot~er end is visible over--~pped by the throat, adding a sense of 
dimension to this area. Similarly the shawl curling over his chest and 
the bolster over- lapped by the left fore arm resting on it, suggest 
both volume and distance. The teMture in the cloth adds variation to 

the colour areas and suffaces. The group of pigeons in the foreground 
is cut by the frame as well as they over-lap each other, are all 
features quite consistent with its representational approach. 



KANCHANJUNGA BY NICHOLAS ROERICH 

( 1874 - , 194 7 ) 

Nicholas Roerich's painting entitled Kanchanjunga, must have been 
painted during the 1920 s. Nicholas Roerich was a Russian painter who 
migrated to India along with his two sons and wife around 1928. He was 
a spritually oriented person and that is why he was interested in the 
subject of Himalayas, choosing to settle in Kullu Valley in the pro~i
mity of the Himalayas. The majesty of the snow-bound mountains with 
their grandeur had the quality of •sublime', which is what Roerich 
aimed at acheivi~g in a series of paintings. The scale and vastness were 
physically the attributes of giving rise to the sublime. In this pain
ting, over undulating horizontally spread mountains, a series of peaks 
rises on the right hand side quite dramatically. 

One is also reminded of Gaganendranath's ~~ · Himalayan landscapes, espe
cially Kanchanjunga seen from Dar~eeling, which he executed between 
1915 and 1920. But he used the medium of ink similar in approach to the 
Chinese landscape painting. On the other hand Roerich was influenced 
by German Romantic painting of the early nineteenth century, especially 
Casper David Friedrich, who belived the rising mountains to depict the 
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human urge to meet the 'di vine•, represented by the sky. Himalayas are 
sacred to the Hindus for whom it is the abode of Shiva and Parvati so 
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much so that Gaganendranath had treated the peaks as if resembling the 
Shiva's face in profile looking heaven-wards. Human profiles can also 
be 'read' in Roerich 's trea~tment of the snow-capped peaks wLth glowing 
light. The latter is also a feature of Romantic painting which imparts 
the painting a theatrical quality, The wide range of colour variations 
in his brush-work further indicates The influence of post-impressionist 
artis~s inclUding that of dezanne, Roerich had been a painter of seenes 

' and settings for the theatre since 1909. Such paintings of Roerich 
evoked admiration of many Indian painters, a number of whom had been 
inspired to travel to the Himalaya;n region to paint mountain -ailQ.-scapes 
since around 1950. 
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